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492 Reviews / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 481–494edition. All editions of the Formulaire are included, including a little-known first version (1906) of the
final edition (1908); R.C. Archibald bought a copy of this rarity after correspondence with Peano that is
presented in Archivio.
In the CD Riviste the seed file is “PeanoRiviste,” whose text is also available in English. The CD contains
not only the Rivista but also the journals that Peano edited for his Academia. Finally, the folder “Opera”
lists a few items found after the issue of the Opera omnia CD, and also contains their texts.
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By John Fauvel, Raymond Flood, Robin Wilson. Oxford (Oxford University Press). 2000.
ISBN 0-19-852309-2. 206 pp.
The history of mathematics can be approached in any number of different ways: as a chronological
survey; by tracing the development of a particular theme or subject; through exploration of the life and
work of an individual mathematician; or by studying mathematical communities at a particular time and
place. Oxford Figures is perhaps unique in following the story of mathematics in one particular town,
or, to be more precise, one university, over a period of 800 years. Mathematical learning in Oxford
has sometimes flourished strongly enough to be the equal of its counterpart anywhere in Europe; at other
times it has shriveled and almost died. Today it holds its own as a major subject in a world class university.
The story of its periods of growth, decline, and change is told in this book in a series of 15 chapters by 9
authors, each of them an expert in the mathematics of the relevant period.
John North’s chapter on mathematics in Oxford in the 13th and 14th centuries not only is a pleasure to
read in its own right, but in a variety of ways sets the tone for the rest of the book. This is not only in
the style of writing, scholarly yet touched with wit and humor, but also in the breadth of the discussion.
North describes a mathematical world that takes in not only the expected geometry and arithmetic, but
also the practical studies of astronomy, trigonometry, and mechanical instrument-making on the one hand
and painstaking philosophical debate on the nature of velocity or of infinite space on the other. He also
describes a community of scholars, centered for the most part around Merton College, who were all to
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to this day in Oxford libraries.
Thus from the start of the book there is established a strong sense of tradition. For two centuries after
the Merton school, that tradition almost died out, but recovered in the 16th century through the work of
Robert Record, Thomas Allen, and Henry Savile, all of them concerned with the teaching of mathematics,
and all of them collectors or preservers of older manuscripts and keenly aware of the past. With Savile’s
foundation of the Savilian chairs of geometry and astronomy in 1619, Oxford finally began to develop
the professionalization of mathematics and a system of teaching though lectures and tutorials that has
continued unbroken to the present day.
Themes from the medieval period can be seen again in the 17th- and 18th-century context. The man-
ufacture and use of mathematical instruments is discussed by Willem Hackmann, while the study of
astronomy in Oxford from the mid-17th century onward is described by Allan Chapman. Alongside
these theme-based studies, chapters devoted to John Wallis (by Raymond Flood and John Fauvel) and
Edmond Halley (by Allan Chapman) focus on individual mathematicians and their contribution to Oxford
mathematics.
A similar pattern is followed for the 19th century, for which Keith Hannabuss paints both an overview of
the state of mathematical teaching and research and a detailed and sympathetic portrait of Henry Smith.
This last is set alongside a similar treatment by John Fauvel of James Joseph Sylvester. Margaret Rayner
and Michael Atiyah bring the story up to the 20th century, by which time we have moved into the realm
not just of recorded history but of living memory.
This was the third book produced by this particular trio of editors and was unfortunately to be their last,
as John Fauvel died a year after its publication. I think the two surviving editors will not disagree if I
say that the book very often bears John’s imprint. For one thing it is copiously illustrated with portraits,
title pages, paintings, sketches, and photographs, and the illustrations and accompanying captions tell a
series of fascinating substories. We see, for instance, a 1392 manuscript, probably by Chaucer, possibly
based on an earlier work by Simon Bredon of Merton College; the title page of Observations on the use
and abuse of the Cheltenham waters by John Smith (1786), captioned ‘The seventh Savilian Professor
of Geometry’s contribution to learning’; photographs not only of Henry Smith but also of his fearsome-
looking sister Eleanor, who founded the first series of women’s lectures in Oxford; and an illegible letter
from James Joseph Sylvester asking Felix Klein to write more clearly. John Fauvel never saw mathe-
matics as simply “sums and equations” but as a human activity involving research, writing, teaching,
discussion, argument, success and failure, fame and obscurity. There is only one page of actual mathe-
matics in this book but there are a wealth of stories carefully “teased out,” as John liked to say, about
mathematics and mathematicians.
Oxford Figures was published 5 years ago, and it is a sign of the liveliness of current interest in the history
of mathematics that at certain points the book is no longer up to date. John North has brought out a new
book on Richard Wallingford and his amazing clock [North, 2005]; some of Harriot’s manuscripts have
at last been published (at Oxford) [Stedall, 2003]; the tercentenaries of Wallis and Hooke in 2003 have
brought new biographies of Hooke [Bennett, 2003, Inwood, 2003, Jardine, 2004] and the first full edition
of Wallis’s correspondence [Beeley and Scriba, 2003]; and the Oxford mathematics syllabus has changed
yet again, and now includes a course on the history of mathematics in which Raymond Flood and Robin
Wilson have both played an innovative part. No one would have been better pleased at being outdated by
such advances than John Fauvel himself.
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